
For more information about the Nanovic Institute and different ways you 
can support our efforts with international visiting scholars and the Catholic 

Universities Partnership at Notre Dame, please contact us.

A. JAmes mcAdAms, director
The Nanovic Institute for European Studies

211 Brownson HAll

University of notre dAme

notre dAme, in 46556 UsA

PHone: 574.631.5253 

emAil: nAnovic@nd.edU

NANOVIC.ND.EDU

CatholiC Universities 
PartnershiP

Catholic colleges and universities across the world are 
currently organized into a federation of separate regional 
groups. 

The Nanovic Institute for European Studies creates 
connections across these divides by bringing the 
University of Notre Dame together with six universities 
in central, eastern, and western Europe to pursue specific 
scholarly collaborations. Our annual meetings are 
practical in focus. They produce concrete results.

We also bring the brightest young faculty from these 
universities every year to the University of Notre Dame. 
They live close together, produce new scholarship, and 
lead special seminars for faculty and students. They 
form lasting scholarly and personal friendships. Their 
experience here helps them to achieve tenure at home, 
rise to positions of campus leadership, and provide the 
basis for further and closer cooperation between all our 
universities.

Such partnerships enrich us all and are a direct means 
of elevating the international profiles of our Catholic 
universities.

internAtionAlism mUst remAin A centrAl element of oUr 
University’s AsPirAtions.

Notre Dame Strategic Plan 2010: Fulfilling the Promise
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Visiting Scholars Programs
The Nanovic Institute supports visits of varying length to Catholic European scholars in 
a wide variety of fields. Visitors have complete access to campus research libraries and 
other facilities.  Housing and o�ce space are provided. In addition to pursuing their own 
projects, visiting scholars work alongside other talented faculty from Notre Dame and 
Europe. A special Visiting Scholar Seminar, lasting up to two weeks, can also be proposed. 

For more information, please visit NANOVIC.ND.EDU.

SEMESTER PROGRAMS

AVAILABLE DURING THE FALL 
(SEPTEMBER - DECEMBER) AND 

SPRING (JANUARY - APRIL).

SUMMER SCHOLARS

AVAILABLE DURING THE  
SUMMER (MAY - AUGUST)  
FOR ONE MONTH TERMS.

VISITING SCHOLAR SEMINAR

A ONE TO TWO WEEK VISIT  
DURING SEPTEMBER OR 

OCTOBER.

“The Nanovic Institute provided me with support in every way, 
both professionally by o�ering me an o�ce, access to libraries, 
and online resources, and personally by helping me to find my 
way around. I cannot possibly think of a more welcoming and 
stimulating environment for a guest professor.”

VERONIKA SCHANDL 
PÁZMÁNY PÉTER CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY 
PILISCSABA, HUNGARY

“My visit to the Nanovic Institute provided 
me with the very important experience of 

studying and working in one of the world’s 
best academic environments.”

JÁN BAŇAS 
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF  
RUŽOMBEROK, SLOVAKIA

“I admire James McAdams’ and his 
team’s commitment towards developing 

intellectual friendships with and 
providing a scholarly impetus to the 

young developing Catholic universities 
in Eastern and Central Europe.”

TARAS DOBKO 
UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY IN 

LVIV, UKRAINE

Ukrainian Catholic University

Catholic University of Ružomberok

Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore

Our University Partners

John Paul II Catholic University

Pázmány Péter Catholic University

Institut Catholique de Paris
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